
Chapter 1 

Introduction 

With the advancement of technology, a lot of successful techniques have been developed 

over the years to utilize renewable resources for electricity generation. This has lead to 

remarkable growth in non- conventional renewable electricity generation all over the world 

\Vith the policy measures introduced to promote the sector. 

As a tropical country. Sri Lanka is blessed with various rene\vable energy source~. In the 

present context. utility scale electricity generation is mostly limited to conventional types of 

pov\ er plants, such as large scale hydro power stations and thermal power stations and a 

small number of scattered renewable plants. As it stands. most of the small scale rene\vablc 

plants arc small hydro power plants. \vhich vverc implemented b; private investors. Around 

5.5 % of electrical energy served through the national grid is provided from these non 

conventional renewable energy sources [ 11. 

Most of these small scale grid connected povYer plants are presently selling energy to 

national grid under SPPA. signed by respective developers with CEB. Here. these plants arc 

directly connected to the distribution network and the capacities should be belcm I 0 MW 

[2J. Since these plants arc connected to the distribution network. these generators are 

identified as embedded generators. CEB view these embedded generators as unpredictable 

negative loads in localized level [3]. 

1.1 Present power system 

Pcmcr system consists of Generation. Transmission and Distribution network of electric 

power. In Sri Lanka. CEB is the statutory body with the responsibility of transmission and 

most of the generation and distribution of electricity. 

Since !996. CEB allows addition of private power plants to the national grid. These pmver 

plants are twofold: one is dispatchable thermal power plants. which connects to the system 

under di1Terent power purchase agreements betvvccn CEB and respective private po\\cr 

producers. Other one is renewable power plants. which arc not dispatchable po\ver plants 



and the capacities are less than I OMW. These renc\vable power plants have a Standard 

Power Purchase Agreement with CEB. As far as transmission and distribution networks are 

concerned. all the operations are under the control of CTB except small a section of 

distribution. which is given to a another subsidiary of CEB. 

Sri Lankan electricity requirement \Vas growing at an average rate of 6- 8% annually l4]. a 

trend which is expected to continue in the future. even though a slowdown in demand 

growth has occurred in last few quarters [5]. 

1.2 Generation facilities 

Before 1990. CEB had access to lmv cost hydro power due to implementation of large 

hydropower stations under various schemes. After completion of most of the main hydro 

prmer stations. CEB had to install thermal power plants to cater the ever rising clcctricit) 

demand. Due to non implementation of remaining large scale hydropower plants already 

planned and the relatively cheap coal-fired power plants. CEB had to depend on high cost 

oil power plants. Presently all our petroleum products being imported for all the thermal 

PO\\Cr plants, \vhich accounts for around 40% of county's annual fuel bill r6l In this 

context. as a nation we are heavily dependent on highly fluctuating and highly polluting 

thermal power plants for our electricity requirements. 

Table 1-1: Summary of Electricity generating sources of year 2009 
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Table l-1. shows the summary of present generation mix in Sri Lanka l3J. Available 

electricity generation sources can be categorized into four types. such as CEB hydro. CEB 

thermaL private thermal plants and Renewable plants. As per available maximum energy 

capacities of each sector. average thermal pO\vcr contribution is high as 55% out of the total 

available generation capacity. as against 4()<% in CEB hydro. Due to the limited availability 
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of sites for hydro electric power plants. CEB Hydro electric contribution is not increasing 

significantly and expected to drop to 15% of annual requirement by year 2020. 

Apart from CEB Thermal power plants. several independent pcm er producers. such as 

Lakdanavi (pvt) Ltd. Asia Power (pvt) Ltd. ACE Power Matara. ACE Pov\er Horana. 

lleladanavi. AES Kelanitissa and Kerawalapitiya CCY arc in operation. Presently these 

private thermal power plants have the capacity to contribute around 30% of total electricity 

requirement. Except AES Kalanitissa and Kerawalapitiya CCY. \\ hich have combined 

cycle plants. all other IPP plants are diesel engines. 

1.3 Transmission & Distribution facilities 

CEB Transmission facilities consist of all the 132 I 220 kV transmission network and their 

grid substations. I !igh tension 220kV system is mainly used to transmit power from 

Mahaveli hydropcmer generating stations to main load centers. High tension 132 kV 

transmission netv,ork is used to inter connect most of the grid substations and to transfer 

pO\ver from other pm\ er stations [7]. 

The distribution voltage levels used in Sri Lanka are 33 kV. II kV and 400 V. Medium 

voltage distribution lines originate from grid substations. where the 132 kV I 220 kV lines 

terminates. All the power plants that come under SPPA arc connected to these distribution 

lines. 

1.4 Current status of Non conventional renewable power generation 

Non conventional renewable sources include Mini Hydro. Wind. Biomass. Municipal 

Waste heat energy. Solar .etc. As it stands Mini Hydro power plants dominate in NCRE 

sector. 

Due to the favorable topographical and hydrological conditions that prevaiL especially in 

Western slopes of hill country. a lot of mini hydro pm\er projects have been developed to 

harness this potential. By middle of year 20 I 0. it single handcdly contributes 172 MW 

cumulative capacity and around 505 GWh of electric energy per year to the national grid 

[23]. 

In March 20 I 0. Sri Lanka's first ever commercial scale Wind power plant was 

commissioned in Mampuri ofthe Puttalam District. \\ith the installed capacity of lOI'vlW. In 
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addition to that there is a 3 MW of Wind power plant done by CEB. however that is 

considered as a pilot Wind power project. In addition to that. there is I MW Dendro power 

plant done by Lanka Transformers Ltd in Walapane area [8J and another 10 MW Biomass 

project has been commissioned by Tokyo Cement Company in year 2009. 

1.5 Savings on Foreign Exchange 

High level of thermal energy generation. which needs imported fossil fuels. has contributed 

to drain out country's precious foreign exchange reserves to a larger extent during past fcvv 

years. Therefore. there is an urgent need to minimize the outt10\v of foreign exchange. The 

main advantage lies in the fact that there is no recurrent foreign exchange commitment after 

installation of rcncvvable sources, compared to available thermal power plants. In the case 

of coal and thermal units. coal and oil have to be imported. incurring valuable foreign 

exchange. which has to be borrowed at high interest. The cost in foreign exchange also 

escalates due to the t~1ll in the values of the local currency at around 6%> per vcar 111 

countries like Sri Lanka [6]. As per SEA's estimates. addition of each M\V of non 

con\entional renewable sources for electricity generation can save around Rs. 25 million of 

foreign exchange by means of reducing thermal power generation in each year [II]. 

1.6 Energy Security 

There are a few commodities which a country should be less dependent on other countries. 

Energy is one such important item. Since our electricity mix is very much depending on 

imported fossil fuels. our energy future is uncertain. As energy demand increases. 

dependency on imported fuel sources will increase. We would be both literal!) and 

metaphorically near the end of the line for fossil fuels and any interruption in that supply 

could leave us without power. The Non conventional renevvable sources arc free energ) 

sources. widely available and will never run out. Electricity generated from these 

indigenous sources will be vital in building a secure and sustainable energy future that vvill 

help keep the lights on. 

1.7 Jobs and the Economy 

Renewable energy sources generate more than just electricity. It also generates more jobs 

per unit of energy produced than most other forms of energy. In gas (and oil) fired plants 

fuel costs account for much of the operating expenses. However. with renewable sources. 

the majority of the operating expenses will remain \\ithin the country. in the form ofvvages. 
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Moreover much of the employment occurs in economically disadvantaged rural areas vvhere 

employment opportunities are both scarce and low paying rIll 

The government spends large sums of money to keep people in employment. Different 

energy options offer different levels of employment opportunities. Out of feasible non 

conventional renewable sources. Dendra power plants offer most number of employment 

upportunities, due to its dependency on fuel food supply. Therefore. construction of the 

Non-conventional renewable energy power plants will enable employment avenues in many 

remote rural areas. 

The final cost of energy could be divided into two distinct components. namely local and 

foreign. /\s per present policies folkmed by CEB. composite cost has been compared\\ ith 

various energy generation options. when selecting power plants as per least cost principle. 

From the macroeconomic prospective of the country. this local cost component \\ould help 

to stimulate other economic activities within the country. Since. these non conventional 

electricity generation options have fairly large portion of local cost components compared 

to thermal power plants. implementation of these povver plants will help to improve the 

other sectors of the economy as we II. 

1.8 Renewable Energy Development Policy 

\Vorld crude oil and coal prices had reached to all time record levels in mid 2008. then 

prices started to reduce dramatically during later part of 2008 and early part of year 2009 

fueled by \\Oriel economic recession. With the recmcry of world main economics. fossil 

fuel prices start rising since mid 2009 and now crude oil prices are fluctuating hom 70 - 80 

US $ I Barrel. Therefore a high dependence on an energy source with highly fluctuating 

prices for power generation is questionable. From energy security point of vie\\. it is 

ad\ isable to strike a balance betvveen thermal power generation and promoting of non 

comentional renewable energy generation by considering macroeconomic benefits and 

sustainable development ofthc economy. 

By taking all those aspects into account, the government has decided to accelerate the 

utilization of non conventional renewable sources for utility scale power generation. /\s a 

result of it. government has declared their ambitious target for t-cnc\\able sources in 2008 

through national energy policy. 
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As per national energy policy, published by Ministry of Pcmer and Energy in 2008. Sri 

Lanka will endeavor to generate at least I 0 °/c) of electric it) generation from non 

conventional renewable energy sources by end of 2015. 

1.9 Role of Sustainable Energy Authority in NCRE Generation 

The non conventional renewable energy sources, by definition. do not include large hydro 

po\\er plants but includes Small Hydro. Wind. Dendro, Municipal \\aste plants and others 

[12]. Earlier development of renewable sources was entrusted to CEB. Since CEB has its 

O\\n interests as a commercial entity. which may not always match with the interest of 

development of utility scale renewable sources has hampered the development in this 

sector. Therefore, the government has decided to entrust this responsibility to a separate 

entity to fast-track the utilization of renewable sources. That was. one of the main motive to 

establish Sri Lanka Sustainable Energ) /\uthority (SEi\) in 2007. unckr the Ministr) of 

Pcm er and Energy. 

Presently. SEA has introduced a new cost-based tariff system by replacing the earlier 

a\oided cost tariff system, which was offered by CEB. Up to nO\\ CEB pays all the 

renewable sources the same avoided cost of CEB. irrespective of the renewable energy 

source used for power generation. llowcver. this avoided cost tariff\\ as not attractive for 

pri\ate investors to invest on renewable sources other than mini hydro. Under the ne\\ 

system. difference between cost based tariff & avoided cost will be financed by SEA. 

Therefore introduction of new tariff system will not be an undue burden on CER or the 

electricity consumers due to effort in t-cne\\able energy development. 

1.10 Present Status of NCRE Generation 

Table 1-2: Present Status of NCRE -May 2010 

~ Project Type ~----Capacity~~MW) __ ~ 
~ini Hydro 174 

i~~~cndro and Biomass --~---~~~---~ 

~~~~~1-Re~~v~;-____ Lf ~------~-~ -- - -----1 . ---- ----------- _ll 
Solar Power 0.018 

I Total- Commissioned I 195 -----
1 

. ___j ___________________ - ____________ j 
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With the establishment of necessary regulations and frame works to install NCRE plants, 

NCRE generating plants have been feeding to the national electricity grid since 1997. Table 

1-2 shows the present status of these plants as at May 20 I 0 [23l 

Since 1996 up to year 20 I 0, CEB had published their seasonal tariff for NCRE projects 

based on avoided cost principle. figure 1-1 illustrates the historical variation in CEB 

avoided cost taritT for NCRE projects 1231. 
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Figure 1-1: SPP Tariff from 1996 to 2010 

1.11 The Problem Statement 

When reaching renewable electricity generation target, SEA has to subsidize the present 

avoided cost taritT offered by CEB, since SEA cost based tariff is more than present 

avoided cost of CEB. Therefore SEA has to invest on rcncvvable tariff especial!;. during 

initial phase of development. The amount of investment wi II large I y depend on expected 

avoided cost of CEB as well as rencvvable energy generation mix in each year. This 

information is very much important to decision makers to arrange necessary funds to 

subsidize NCRE tariff in timely manner. Here, it is questionable whether present CEB 

avoided cost calculation does reflect the correct avoided cost of CEB as per SPPA. Also it 

is necessary to find out the overall economics of this investment under different scenarios 

to see whether overall cost when reaching this NCRE electricity generation target. 
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1.12 Manifestation of the Problem 

The absence of economic analysis on NCRE tariff investment will make it difficult for 

policy makers to arrange necessary funds to meet NCRE tariff commitments in timely 

manner. Since, these funds are required to be arranged from international donor agencies, 

negotiations must commence in advance to secure soft loans. llowcvcr, it will he clirtlcult 

to start negotiations for loans due to lack of information on the expected investment on 

"JCRE tariff. On the other hand. SEA has to negotiate with CL:B in advance to correct 

present avoided cost calculation methodology to reflect true avoided cost of CL:B due to 

NCRE plants. Otherwise. SEA tariff commitments will be more than legitimate value due 

to present underestimation of avoided cost. 

1.13 Objectives of the Dissertation/Research 

The main objective of this study is to analyze the economics of this expected upfront 

investment on NCRE tariff when reaching the projected renewable energy generation target 

by end of year 2015. Since, investment on tariff ·will largely depend on CEB avoided cost. 

present CEB avoided cost calculation methodology will he scrutinized to identify possible 

modifications to reflect actual avoided cost as per SPPJ\ guidelines. Here. scenario study 

vvill be carried out to sec the economics of the imestment under different circumstances. 

1.14 Studies done on this topic 

Several studies have been clone on SPP tariff related issues. since the inception of grid 

connected SPP. Out of them, following studies are found relevant to this topic. 

• Study on Grid Connect Small Pov-.'cr Tariff. in Sri Lanka by Resource Management 

Associates (Pvt.) Ltd, 2001 [14] --In this study. concerns of SPP developers about 

calculation methodology of SPP tariff vvas extensively discussed with possible 

modifications for the calculations as well. 

• Implication of Carbon Credit on Sri Lankan Povver Sector by Final year students of 

University of l'vloratuwa. 2007 [211 - In this study it mainly focuses possibility of 

CDf'vl funds to promote NCRL: projects. 

• Pricing of Embedded Generation: Incorporation of externalities and a\oidcd 

network losses by Asanka S. Rodrigo, Priyantha D.C. Wijayatunga, 2007 l15 J · In 

this study it had mainly studied on variation in avoided network losses in the 

system. 
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